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 KLUDI Q-BEO  
The epitome of elegance

 single lever basin mixer DN 15 
500260565   

Precise contours, timeless elegance. KLUDI Q-BEO is the gem on the side 
of the washbasin or the bath. The clear lines and tensioned surfaces of these 
mixer collections take their cue from the contour of an elegant perfume 
bottle – a promise of exclusiveness and elegance that KLUDI Q-BEO, too, 
can emanate.

The design is well thought through and reduced to the fi nest detail – 
edges and projections are avoided wherever possible in the interests of 
a clear overall aesthetic. For example, in KLUDI Q-BEO surface-mounted 
fi ttings, the escutcheons are not visible as would normally be the case: 
thermostat, shower mono mixer and combined bath fi ller and shower 
mono mixer can be installed fl ush with the wall. 
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One aesthetic – two design 
interpretations

KLUDI Q-BEO celebrates the versatility of the cubic 
form. Thanks to its tensioned surfaces, this exquisitely 
sleek and minimalist fitting looks smooth and appealing – 
a surface that just begs to be touched.

What do you prefer? Cubic and exclusive or classic 
and elegant? The two available operating concepts 
suit all needs. With the broad lever of the mono mixer 
that’s a pleasure to grasp, using water from the washba-
sin becomes an intuitive pleasure. For those who prefer 
something a little more exclusive, there’s the three-hole 
basin mixer. The substantial L spout with its solid, cubic 
handles is an eye-catcher for more spacious wash areas. 

The highlight for the side of the bath 

The right mixer for the personal luxury of an extended soak in the bath: 
KLUDI Q-BEO embodies pleasure and joie de vivre. Here, too, the cubic 
handles of the four-hole bath filler and shower mixer on the side of the 
bath provide an attractive touch and underscore the function of the bath 
as an exclusive spa in your own four walls – a design element that is 
followed right through to the elegant, square hand spray.

The showerhead can be poised at an angle of up to 30 degrees and 
 adjusted for an extra measure of personal comfort. The diverter pull knob 
 for the shower function appears almost to hover above the flat, filigree  
 spout of this elegant bath filler – consistency down to the last detail.

KLUDI Q-BEO

single lever bath-  
and shower mixer DN 15
504430565

Three-hole basin mixer DN 15
501430565 
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BASIN

BIDET BATH

Three-hole basin mixer DN 15
501430565 

concealed single lever shower 
mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
506550565 

KLUDI FLEXX BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed thermostatic shower 
mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
508350565 

KLUDI FLEXX BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

single lever bidet mixer DN 15
502160565 

single lever bath-  
and shower mixer DN 15
504430565 

single lever bath-  
and shower mixer DN 15
four-hole, for tile rim installation
projection 220 mm
504240565 

concealed single lever bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve  
with functional unit
506500565 

KLUDI FLEXX BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed single lever bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
protected against back flow
506570565  

KLUDI FLEXX BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed thermostatic bath- and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
508300565  

KLUDI FLEXX BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

single lever basin mixer DN 15
500230565 

single lever basin mixer DN 15
without pop-up waste
500260565 

single lever basin mixer DN 15
501290565 

SHOWER

single lever shower mixer DN 15 
507140565 

thermostatic shower mixer 15
504000565 

bath filler DN 20
projection 220 mm 
5050405     

1S handheld shower with quick 
lime deposit cleaning system:
shower spray  
5010005-00 
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KLUDI Q-BEO

wall supply DN 15
 6554005-00  

shower hook  
 6555105-00  

wall rail  
 L = 900 mm: 
with floating slider and Sirenaflex 
hose 1,600 mm  
 5012005-00  

Convenient showering

The shower thermostat in matching Q-BEO design guarantees a particu-
larly pleasant shower experience. The integrated thermostatic element 
regulates the shower water to the preselected temperature – simply and 
quick as a fl ash. This technology also offers outstanding safety aspects 
because the body of the fi tting features KLUDI Safe Touch, which means 
it is never more than hand-warm, so there is no chance of getting burnt.

An anti-scald limiter keeps the temperature of the shower water to an 
agreeable 38 degrees – and for those who prefer a hotter shower, there’s 
always the option of pressing the button. Extra safety for households with 
small children or elderly people.

concealed valve, trim set
508150565   

concealed valve DN 15*
29809 
concealed valve DN 20*
29811 
concealed valve DN 12*
29909 
concealed valve DN 20*
29911 
concealed valve DN 15*
29927  

thermostatic shower mixer 15
504000565

 chrome     required accessories     *Not illustrated 7



 KLUDI PUSH 
Water at the touch of a button

The button as an operating concept has now arrived in the bathroom – 
KLUDI PUSH permits intuitive showering at the touch of a button. One 
push of the button and the water fl ows from head shower, body sprays 
or hand spray – until the button is pressed again and the water stops. 
Simple principle, pure function.

An interesting and useful detail: the haptic buttons are easy to use 
even with soapy hands and a sudsy face.
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Extra showering enjoyment

Pushbuttons are convenient to use and well established in many 
areas of daily life, and thanks to KLUDI PUSH, now also in the operation 
of wall-mounted mixers, where the On/Off principle has been applied purely 
mechanically. KLUDI PUSH makes it possible to shower at the desired 
temperature, day after day, at the mere touch of a button.

The mixer is available in two models, offering a choice of convenient thermo-
stat or practical ceramic cartridge. Adjusting the temperature is a simple and 
precise process with both options; the thermostatic mixer even regulates the 
temperature automatically while you shower. 

And when it comes to ensuring a norisk supply of hot water, both solutions offer maximum safety. 
The thermostat has a pushbutton set at 38 degrees to ensure a constant flow of water at a safe 
temperature, while the mixer has an anti-scald limiter that can be preset during installation.

Mixer convenience if required

The thermostatic model is amazingly convenient and features an automat    
ic operating element, which ensures that the fl ow of water always has the 
desired temperature. The thermostat even balances out any fl uctuations of 
temperature in the distribution network. The pushbutton is typically set at a 
limit of 38° – a great safety advantage for families with children.

The lever mixer model offers the tried and trusted convenience of a mono 
lever for temperature adjustment. If the domestic water supply is consisent, 
the lever can also remain set at the desired temperature throughout the 
shower. The ceramic elements in the mixer cartridge are long-lasting, 
maintenance-free and precise.

 KLUDI PUSH 
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Turn the different jets on and off
at the touch of a button

No annoying pressure surges in the water
pipes thanks to the soft-close technology
of the magnetic valves  

Solid pushbuttons, audible and ideally
designed for elderly hands, with up to 
two functions possible at one time

Select desired temperature
Safe thanks to 38 °C scald protection

All PUSH models come with four buttons 
(head shower, hand shower, side shower, 
bath spout), of which two can be individually 
mounted and combined

Optional keypad

One or two outlets can be activated: each KLUDI PUSH trim set for one 
outlet comes with a button with an On/Off symbol. The choice is greater for 
the trim set designed for two outlets. It contains four buttons with symbols 
for head shower, body sprays, hand spray and bath fi ller. Which two symbol 
buttons are ultimately installed is decided during installation, depending on 
the two outlets to be used.

Round or curved model: the KLUDI PUSH trim sets are compatible with all 
standard bathroom fi tting concepts. The well-defi ned edges and perfect 
surfaces proclaim premium quality and fi nest workmanship.
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KLUDI PUSH

concealed shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
with push-button on/off control for
one outlet
386030538 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
with push-button on/off control for 
one outlet
386010538 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
with push-button on/off control for 
two outlets
386110538 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
with push-button on/off control for 
one outlet
386040538 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20  
88011 

concealed shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
with push-button on/off control for 
one outlet
386020538 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
with push-button on/off control for 
two outlets
386120538 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed thermostatic shower 
mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
with push-button on/off control for 
one outlet
388040538 
 
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed thermostatic shower 
mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
with push-button on/off control for 
one outlet
388030538 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

chrome required accessories

concealed shower mixer
386110538

*Not illustrated 11



New for washbasin and bath 

More  
elegance and 
exclusiveness

KLUDI TERCIO
single lever bath- and shower mixer DN 15
four-hole, for tile rim installation
384230575 

KLUDI TERCIO
Three-hole basin mixer DN 10
383940575
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Three-hole washbasin mixers and 
matching four-hole fi ttings for the 
sideof the bath add a stylish touch 
to the bath.

Whether gently curved or puristically 
linear – the new players in the series 
KLUDI BOZZ, KLUDI ZENTA, KLUDI 
OBJEKTA and KLUDI TERCIO make 
washbasin or bath side an aesthetic 
highlight in the bathroom.

KLUDI OBJEKTA
single lever bath- and shower mixer DN 15  
four-hole, for tile rim installation
 324250575 

 KLUDI OBJEKTA
Three-hole basin mixer DN 10 
323930575
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KLUDI ZENTA
single lever bath- and shower 
mixer DN 15
four-hole, for tile rim installation 
384240575  

KLUDI BOZZ
Three-hole basin mixer DN 10  
383930576  

 KLUDI BOZZ
Three-hole basin mixer DN 10 
383930520  



New for washbasin and bath 

Stylish 
touches in 
the bathroom

 KLUDI ZENTA
Three-hole basin mixer DN 10  
383930575

KLUDI BOZZ
single lever bath- and shower 
mixer DN 15
four-hole, for tile rim installation
384240520

KLUDI BOZZ
single lever bath- and shower 
mixer DN 15
four-hole, for tile rim installation
384240576
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 KLUDI OBJEKTA 
Comfort and ergonomic 
design for the bath

Easy-to-operate bath fi ller and hand spray: smooth lines and a clear 
basic contour make KLUDI OBJEKTA a particularly versatile range 
of bathroom fi ttings. The thermostatic wall-mounted bath fi ller 
and shower mixer in this popular series now emerges resplendent 
in a new look that is delightful to the touch – harmonious design 
complete with all the advantages of a modern thermostat. 
Special feature: the diverteris not visible at fi rst glance.

thermostatic bath- and shower 
mixer DN 15  
352010538  
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KLUDI OBJEKTA
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single lever sink mixer DN 15
389810575
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 KLUDI ZENTA 
Clear design line 
for the kitchen

The new sink mixers in the KLUDI ZENTA range 
celebrate “less is more” – in other words, the culture 
of minimalism. One new feature is an elegant operating 
element with a clearly defi ned, ultra-fl at handle. 
This fi ligree, slightly raised lever is characteristic for 
the two premium KLUDI ZENTA products, which are
available with or without a pull-out dish rinser.

 KLUDI ZENTA 
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Spültisch-Einhandmischer DN 15
389810575
single lever sink mixer DN 15
389840575
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KLUDI ZENTA

Both models do entirely without optical interruptions  
and unnecessary projections. This makes the new
models particularly easy to clean and at the same  
time lends them an air of perfect elegance and
immaculate workmanship.

The KLUDI ZENTA premium models come with  
a fixed swivel spout and a pull-out dish rinser spray  
that is ideal for filling vases and useful for rinsing the 
sink. A high-quality fibre hose extends the radius  
of the spray and disappears silently into the fitting  
after use.

single lever sink mixer DN 15
swivelling spout (360°),  
pull-out hand spray
H1 250, H2 170, A 215,  Ø1 34,  
Ø2 48,5
389810575 

single lever sink mixer DN 15
swivelling spout (360°)
H1 250, H2 170, A 215, Ø1 34,  
Ø2 48,5
389840575 

single lever sink mixer DN 15
389840575

The retractable spout extends your range, which is very practical  
when working at twin sinks or large sink units.
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KLUDI FIZZ
Popular duo in pure white 

Ever since KLUDI BALANCE WHITE came out, white fittings  
have been creating new bathroom worlds. Now this dream is also  
coming true in the shower: from the mixer and the showerhead  
down to details, such as wall rail and connecting bend – a full  
ensemble in purest white has ever shower area gleaming enticingly. 

In chrome, the KLUDI Balance collection of fittings and the KLUDI FIZZ 
shower line were already a perfect combination of design and colour. 
With the new white model of FIZZ, KLUDI BALANCE WHITE now has  
a  partner of equal style and quality.
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KLUDI FIZZKLUDI FIZZ

3S bathtub set
6775091-00 

1S bathtub set*
6765091-00 

1S bathtub set
wall supply with shower holder DN 15
6767091-00 

3S hand shower DN 15
quick and easy cleaning system
adjustable to three spray patterns:
booster, smooth, volume
6770043-00 

1S hand shower DN 15
quick and easy cleaning system
6760043-00 

KLUDI FIZZ
1S shower set
L = 900 mm
6764091-00 

KLUDI FIZZ
3S shower set
L = 900 mm
6774091-00 

white white/chrome 23



3S shower set
L = 900 mm
6085091-00 

1S bathtub set
6066091-00  

KLUDI SUPARAFLEX
Hose DN 15
G 1/2 x G 1/2 x 1600 mm
6107291-00 

G 1/2 x G 1/2 x 1250 mm*
6107191-00 

KLUDI A-QA 
wall supply
with shower holder DN 15
6556043-00 

wall supply DN 15
6306043-00 

Protected against back flow*
6306143-00 

KLUDI ZENTA
The interplay of design and colour

KLUDI ZENTA stands for design that’s linear, reduced and modern.  
In the pure-white KLUDI ZENTA WHITE model, this expressive mixer  
makes the ideal partner for a spectacular bathroom concept.

KLUDI ZENTA WHITE now creates entirely new design dimensions in the 
shower with the new ZENTA hand spray – also featuring a high-contrast  
white look and complete with colour-coordinated details, such as shower 
hose, wall rail and wall elbow. Wow effect guaranteed!

3S hand shower DN 15
quick and easy cleaning system
adjustable to three spray patterns:
booster, smooth, volume
6080091-00 
6080086-00 
1S hand shower*
quick and easy cleaning system
6060091-00 
6060086-00 

black/chromewhite/chromewhite *Not illustrated24



KLUDI ZENTA

thermostatic shower mixer DN 15
351009138

3S shower set
6085091-00
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KLUDI A-QA
More freedom in the shower

KLUDI A-QA is always that little bit different, and always exciting: 
the fl exible option among shower lines. With its enormous choice 
of models, KLUDI A-QA guarantees the right combination of 
products for every shower area. Fans of individual solutions 
certainly won’t be disappointed here.

Not yet found the ideal head shower? Whether round, linear, 
soft-edged, 200 mm in diameter or more, the extended range 
of KLUDI A-QA is sure to have just what you are looking for. 
Also new are the many different wall elbow models. If combined 
with a fl ow regulator, the shower now allows for even more 
individual operation.

Three-way shower installation
concealed thermostatic mixer
527290575

three-way diverter
528460575

concealed valve, trim set
528150575
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KLUDI A-QA

head shower DN 15
300 x 300 mm
6443005-00 

250 x 250 mm*
6442505-00 

200 x 200 mm*
6442005-00 

head shower DN 15
300 x 300 mm
6453005-00 

200 x 200 mm*
6452005-00 

head shower DN 15
300 x 300 mm
6433005-00 

250 x 250 mm*
6432505-00 

200 x 200 mm*
6432005-00 

wall supply DN 15
continuously regulable ceramic  
flow regulator
6556105-00 

with ceramic shut-off valve*
6556205-00 

wall supply DN 15
continuously regulable ceramic flow 
regulator
6554405-00 

with ceramic shut-off valve*
6554505-00 

KLUDI A-QA s
Thermostatic-Dual-Shower-System 
DN 15
with head shower 250 mm
KLUDI A-QA s hand-held shower  
and Suparaflex hose 1600 mm
6619505-00 

KLUDI A-QA s
Dual-Shower-System DN 15
with head shower 250 mm
KLUDI A-QA s hand-held shower and 
Suparaflex hose 1600 mm
6619205-00 

chrome *Not illustrated 27



Kludi GmbH & Co. KG

P.O. Box 25 60 · 58685 Menden

Am Vogelsang 31–33 · 58706 Menden

Germany

Tel. +49 2373 904-193

Fax +49 2373 904-540

international-sales@kludi.com · www.kludi.com ©
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